**Euro-Arab Foundation (FUNDEA)**

**Country:** Spain

**Organisation responsible:** FUNDEA

**Period:** Since 1996

**Activity:** The Euro-Arab Foundation for Higher Studies is a highly specialised institution that works within the fields of cooperation, training and research.

**Objectives**

Promoting cultural, scientific and economic relations between Europe and the Arab World throughout the spreading of scientific and humanistic knowledge produced in universities and other centres for scientific research or artistic creation, either national or international, in order to contribute to the reinforcement of the dialogue between Arab and European States.

**Description**

The Foundation focuses on the promotion of studies and research as well as platforms and forums of discussion and debate. By means of collaboration agreements, the Foundation maintains relations with educational, cultural, research and economic institutions in order to strengthen ties among countries in Europe and in the Arab World.

**Beneficiaries**

Students, experts, decision-makers, civil society actors.

---

**GOAL 1: Monitor the drivers and impact of all forms of violent extremism**

(53) Promote agreements with the academia and think tanks to promote critical research on the causes conducive to and drivers of ALL violent extremisms.